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ERROR ESTIMATES FOR FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR SCALAR
CONSERVATION LAWS*
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Abstract. In this paper, new a postefiori error estimates for the shock-capturing streamline diffusion (SCSD)
method and the shock-capturing discontinuous galerkin (SCDG) method for scalar conservation laws are obtained.
These estimates are then used to prove that the SCSD method and the SCDG method converge to the entropy solution
with a rate of at least h 1/8 and h 1/4, respectively, in the LOO(L 1)-norm. The triangulations are made of general acute
simplices and the approximate solution is taken to be piecewise a polynomial of degree k. The result is independent
of the dimension of the space.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the difference
between the entropy solution of the initial value problem, [7],

(1.1)
(1.2)

t U 21- V" f(u) 0 in (0, Too) x Ia,
u(0) u0 on Ia,

and the approximate solution given by the so-called shock-capturing streamline diffusion
(SCSD) method, see [3], [10], [11], and the references therein, or given by the so-called
shock-capturing discontinuous galerkin (SCDG) method; see [5] and [4]. More precisely, we
obtain new a posteriori error estimates which are then used to prove that the SCSD method
and the SCDG method converge to the entropy solution of (1.1), (1.2) in the Loo(L 1)-norm at
least as h 1/8 and h 1/4, respectively, as the discretization parameter h goes to zero. We assume
the flux function f - ]d to be smooth and take the compactly supported initial data u0
in the space Loo(d) CI BV(d) of bounded functions of bounded variation in Iid.

Convergence ofthe SCSD methodwas first obtainedby Szepessy 10]. By using DiPerna’s
theory [2] of measure-valued solutions for (1.1), (1.2), Szepessy proved that the piecewise-
linear approximate solution given by the SCSD method converges in Loc((O, T) x ]RE) to the
entropy solution of (1.1), (1.2), for any p e [1, oo). Later, Szepessy [11] extended this result
to the case of a general scalar conservation law in several space dimensions with boundary
conditions and an approximate solution which is piecewise polynomial of degree k.

To obtain convergence results in the framework of measure-valued solutions for (1.1),
(1.2), [2], the approximate solution must

(i) be bounded in the Loo((0, Too) x d)-norm,
(ii) be weakly consistent with all entropy inequalities,
(iii) be strongly consistent (in time) with the initial condition.

Recently, Jaffr6, Johnson, and Szepessy [4] proved that the SCDG method converges to the
entropy solution of problem (1.1), (1.2) by using an extension of the measure-value conver-
gence theory of DiPerna [2] obtained by Szepessy 12] which allows them to replace in (i)
the Loo((0, Too) x d)-norm by the Loo(0, Too; L2(d))-norm. In this paper, we consider the
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case of piecewise polynomial approximations of degree k and show how to obtain not only
convergence, but also error estimates with only a suitable version of (ii); the properties (i) and
(iii) do not need to be obtained. The basic idea is to combine the estimates of the entropy
dissipation, needed in (ii), with a modification of the Kuznetsov approximation theory [8]; see
also Cockbum, Coquel, and LeFloch 1].

The paper is organized as follows, in 2, we display the SCSD and SCDG methods and
state and briefly discuss our main results. The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving
them. In 3, we display a basic approximation inequality, Lemma 3.1. This inequality states
that to obtain error estimates, only an estimate of the entropy dissipation is required. Those
estimates are obtained in 4 and the a posteriori error estimates are proven. In 5, a very
simple key regularity property of the approximate solution is obtained (by a simple L2-energy
argument) which is then used to prove the remaining main results. In 6, we give a proof of
Lemma 3.1 and we end in 7 with some concluding remarks.

2. The main results. In this section, we describe the SCSD and SCDG finite element
methods and state and briefly discuss our main results.

The methods we have in mind being essentially implicit, we first decompose our domain
into "slabs." More precisely, let 0 to < tl < t2 < < tN Too be a sequence of time
levels. We set

Sn (tn, tn+l) X d, n=0 N-l,

dn tn} x ]Id, n O, N.

In each slab Sn, we define a triangulation Th,n of (d + 1)-simplices, No compatibility at tn
between the meshes of two consecutive slabs Sn and S+I, n 0 N 2, is required. We
only assume that the triangulations satisfy the following simple conditions:

(2. la) T is acute for all T T,, and n 0 N 1,

(2. lb) h___r < tr for all T e Th,n, and n 0 N 1,

(2. lc) h r > 6 h ,for all T Th,n, and n 0 N 1,

(2.1d) Atn <h for alln=0 N-l,

where h r is the diameter of T Th,n, Pr is the diameter ofthe biggest ball totally included in T,
h max{hr, T Th,n, n 0, N- 1}, 6andare positive constants, and Atn tn+l--tn
is the width of the slab Sn. The set of d-simplices corresponding to the edges ofTh, is denoted
by OTh,n. Also, throughout this paper, for any r > 0, we set Nr for the largest integer such
that tu < r.

Taking into account the fact that u0 and (consequently) u(t, .), [0, Too], have compact
support, we introduce the following spaces:

Vh, {v; vlr P(T), YT Th,, v 0 for Ix > M},

Vh {V ]1+ X ]Id "’> ]1, Ol(tn,tn+) Vh,n},

where M is a sufficiently large constant and 79k stands for the space of polynomials of degree
k. We emphasize that no continuity requirements are imposed upon the functions in V.
Following 11], we partition each (d + 1)-simplex T into ka+ congruent (d + 1)-simplices,
denoted by T/, and introduce the spaces

lT",n {v;vlr,. 6T’(T/),i 1 ka+, YT -Th,n, v=0forlxl _> M},

h {1)" + X a ._ ,, Vl(tn,t.+, . h,n}.
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For each v l/h, we define to be the element of h that coincides with v on each ofthe vertices
of the (d + 1)-simplices Ti, for 1 ka+l and every T of Th,n, for n 0 N 1.
In the case k 0, we set l?h,n Vh,n, (r h Vh, and v.

Finally, we define, for all T Th,n and n 0 N 1,

I?h(V)lr 1 v dxdt,

v I1 (t, x)
1

ITI1/2
v IIr, for (t, x) T,

and, for all e e 0Zh,n and n 0 N 1,

lfeVTh(vT)le -1 d.,

1
w I1 (t, x) lelX/2 vr Ilz2(e), for (t, x) e e,

where for p (t, x) 6 e\0e, we have used the notation vr (p) lims+0 v(p -Sne, T), ne, T
being the unit outer normal to T along its face e.

The approximate solution Uh given by the $CDG method is defined to be the element of
Vh such that

A(Uh)(l)-[-t$(Uh,1)))dxdt-[- E Zfe(VLF(uTh,Uh )-- f(U).ne, T)l)Td.
TTh.n e6OT

-4- E f El(Uh)]h(Vlh Vf)dxdt +
TSTh,.

E Z fe E2(U[)]h(Vet" Ve)T)d) 0,
T’T,n eOT

(2.2)
where f(uh) (Uh, f(uh)),

d

A (v) Ot v + Of (v),
i=1

V (Ot, 01, 02 Od),

YV C:. Vh,n, n =0, 1 N- 1,

d

 i(w, +
i=1

Tx (01, 02 Od), Vevr V(VT [e),

and where vre(p) lims+0 v(p + She, T), for p (t, x) 6 e\0e and e 60T. The initial
condition is defined as follows:

(2.3) u (0, .) uoh, for all e 0Th,0 q ]R0a,
uoh being the standard L2-projection of u0 into the space of functions which are polynomials
of degree k on e OTh.0 N IR0a.

We use throughout the paper the so-called local Lax-Friedrichs flux

I’LF (UT Te 1 Te LF(U Te ),(2.4a) Je, r , uh -(.(u) + f(uh )) ne, r + Ce Uh

ifecwhere Ce F n for some n 0, 1 N. We assume that

1 f,(2.4b) CeF- l ]e, > C, > 0, for e 8n
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Te T Tewith [f’[e,c max{lf’(), ne, TJ, [minye{urh(Y), uh (Y)}, maxye{Uh (Y), uh (y)}]} and
where Sn denotes the subset ofthe edges 0Th,n whose intersection withn t3Ina+ is ofmeasure
zero. The condition (2.4b) ensures that the flux LFfe, T (a, b) is a strictly monotone flux, that is,
it is an increasing function of a and a decreasing function of b.

Finally, for T Th,,, n 0, 1 N 1, the shock-capturing terms tl and e2 are
defined as follows:

e(v)lr --8
IA(v)l

and

e2(vT)le 32
IJe, r v v ne, r

Ve)T II + 34

for any v Vh. The positive parameters 3, 3x, 32, 33, and 34 will be defined later.
On the other hand, the SCSD method is the exact analog of SCDG but with continuous

approximations inside each slab Sn, n 0, 1 N 1. Namely, instead of Vh,n, one
considers the space Vh,n, where

]flh,n {1) c0(an); vlr T’k(T), YT 6 Zh,n, u 0 for Ix > M}.

The spaces Vh, ])h,,, 3h are also defined accordingly. Thus, the approximate solution uh given
by the SCSD method is the element of Vh such that

A(uh)(V + 3A(Uh, v))dxdt + (Uh,+ Uh,_)v+dx + 61(Uh)]h(Vfih Vf)dxdt

+ f ED(uh,+)]h(VxIh,+ Vxf)+)dx O, Yv "Dh,n, n O, 1 N 1,

(2.5)
where

6S2D(v(tn, "))IK 32
Iv+(tn, ") v_(t,, ")1
Vx + (t) + 34

for any v Vh, and where uh,+ lims+0 v(t + s, x). Instead of (2.3), the initial condition
is now given by

(2.6) uh,- (0, .) Uoh

Notice that for both methods, uh IS, is not coupled to uh Is,+1, n 0 N 2, as a conse-
quence of the "slab structure" and of the upwinding in time used in both numerical schemes.

For the sake of completeness, we include in the Appendix a proof of the existence of a
solution to (2.2), (2.3) (or (2.5), (2.6)). The proof uses a fixed point argument. See [10], [11]
and the references quoted therein for a similar application of this argument.

Since the only relevant values of the nonlinear flux f are those in the range of the entropy
solution u, [a inf u0, b sup u0], we extend each of the components of f smoothly in such
a way that the extension is affine linear outside a fixed compact including [a, b]. We use that
extension, which we still call f, to define the above schemes. Thus, we have

(2.7a) f’ sup
Inl-1
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In what follows, we restrict the choice of local viscosity coefficients CeLF to those satisfying

(2.4c) CLeF <_ Coo,

f,where coo is an arbitrary constant such that coo >_ E le,oo + c, (see (2.4b)). We also assume
that each of the componems of the flux function f has a Lipschitz continuous derivative:

(2.7b) f" sup If’" n [Loo() < cx.

Next, we state and briefly discuss our main results.

2.1. Error estimates for the SCDG with k 0. We start by considering the SCDG
method with a piecewise-constant approximate solution. In this case, the only term of the
left-hand side of (2.2) that survives is the second term and the resulting scheme is nothing but
an implicit monotone scheme.

THEOREM 2.1 (a posteriori error estimate). Let u be the unique entropy satisfying solution
of(1.1), (1.2), and let Uh be the solution given by the SCDG method with k O. Then, for
any n 1, 2 NToo 1, we have

Iluh(tn, ") U(tn, ")11( _< 2 [[u0h

"+" Cla {1 uo ]Tr’(d) O0(Uh) }1/2 hl/2

where

[L,T(Uh’Uh "ne, T
n=0 TcTh,n

-Jr- N- Atn (eenfeT [Uh UhT"eld’ + fd [Uh,+ Uh,-ldx’)
Cla c(d, k) (1 + f’ II) 1/2, and Atn tn+l tn.

We point out that this result does not require either the hypotheses (2.1) on the triangula-
tions or the conditions (2.4) on the numerical flux to be satisfied. It is a new general result for
implicit schemes which could be used as the basis for an adaptivity strategy; however, we do
not pursue this avenue of research in this paper.

Thus, to obtain an error estimate we only have to obtain an upper bound for the quantity
(R)o(uh) which, ideally, we expect to be of the following form:

O0(Uh) C Too lu0 [TV(]Rd).

In this case, Theorem 2.1 gives the classical rote of h 1/2 for the error. If the standard L2-energy
technique associated with the SCDG (and SCSD) methods is used, we can obtain the following
estimate.

PROPOSITION 2.2 (estimate of (R)O(Uh)). Suppose that the hypotheses (2.1b), (2.1c), and
(2. ld) on the triangulations are satisfied. Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the numerical

flux are also satisfied. Let uh be the solution given by the SCDG method with k O. Then,

O0(Uh) <_ C2a -’ u0 II=(r)h-l

where C2a c(d)([[f’[[/2 + coo + {(2M)d Too/min{ 1, c.}} 1/2.
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Thus, we can see that the use of the simple L2-energy technique gives an upper bound
that does not depend on u0 Irva) but only on u0 IIz2). As a consequence, the upper
bound is not independent of h, but blows up like h-1/2. This fact is reflected in the loss of one-
fourth of the expected optimal order of convergence of one-half, as we can see in the corollary
below. This same phenomenon occurs in the treatment of explicit monotone schemes defined
in general triangulations; see 1].

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that the hypotheses (2. lb), (2. lc), and (2. ld) on the triangula-
tions are satisfied. Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the numericalflux are also satisfied.
Let u be the unique entropy satisfying the solution of(1.1), (1.2), and let uh be the solution
given by the SCDG method with k O. Then, for any n 1, 2 Nroo 1, we have

IlUh(tn, ") U(tn, ")llL(lld) _< 2 IlUOh UOIILI(Ia)

,1/2-l- Cla "2a {I UO [TV(d) uo IlL(a)
1/2 ah

Notice that, since the hypothesis (2. la) on the triangulations is not required to be satisfied,
the time-space tetraedra T could be very fiat. In this case, a can blow up and 6 can go to
zero as h goes to zero. The above corollary states that when the triangulations become more
irregular as h goes to zero, the error is of order {h a/6} 1/4.

2.2. Error estimates for the SCDG method with arbitrary k. We start with the fol-
lowing result.

THEOREM 2.4 (a posteriori error estimate). Let u be the unique entropy satisfying solution
of (1.1), (1.2), and let uh be the solution given by the SCDG method. Then, for any n
1, 2 Nr 1, we have

Iluh(t, .) u(t, ")ll(> _< 2 Ilu0h u011()

+ Cb{I u0 Ir) Ol(Uh) }1/: hl/2

+ C2b{ max{l, uo [rv(a)} (R)2(uh) }1/2 hl/2

where

(R)l(Uh)=(R)o(Uh)+ Z --ff"rh IA(uh)ldx’dt’+ Z -- IA(uh) ldx’dt’,
n=0 n=0 T’Th,n

Nr-1

fe Te (h.T )O2(Uh)-- Z Z Y ]JL,7(uff’ Uh )- (U)" he, T] Ve/ I]’h d.’
n=0 T’Th,n eOT

and

fib c(d, k) (1 + f’ 11)1/2,
C2b c(d, k) (co(2M)d + Cl Toll f"ll) 1/2.

(The numerical constants co and C1 are defined in Lemma 3.1.)
Notice that this new a posteriori estimate reduces to the one in Theorem 2.1 for the case

k 0, as expected.
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To estimate the quantities I) (Uh) and O2(Uh) we use once more the standard L2-energy
technique. We obtain the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.5 (estimates of (R)l(Uh) and O2(Uh)). Suppose that the hypotheses (2.1b),
(2. lc), and (2. ld) on the triangulations are satisfied. Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the
numericalflux are also satisfied. Let uh be the solution given by the $CDG method. Then,

where C3b {(2M)d T/2} 1/2.
From the above results, we obtain the following error estimate.
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose that the hypotheses (2.1) on the triangulations are satisfied.

Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the numericalflux are also satisfied. Let u be the unique
entropy satisfying solution of(1.1), (1.2), and let uh be the solution given by the SCDG. Then,
for any n 1, 2 NToo 1, we have

Iluh(tn, ") U(tn, ") IlLl(a) 2 Iluoh uollL,(a)

where C4b Clb(1 -+- )1/2 -I- C2b max{8/2, 841/2}.
In particular, when 8 O(h 6/tr), 81 82 O(11 uo I1(<,) {h t/o}l/2), and 83 84

(.9(1), we have

IlUh(tn, ") U(tn, ")11,() _< 2 IlU0h uoll,()

+ C max{l, luolrv()}lluollc()} 112 { ’h }1/4t
where the constant C does not depend on uo.

In practice, 8 and 82 are takento be oforder h and so the previous choice can be considered
a choice that introduces too much artificial viscosity. The coefficients 81 and 82 can be taken

12-4v 1-2v ). If 8 isof order arbitrarily close to O(h) by setting 81 82 0(11 u0 ,,: h (6/tr)2

as before, then for any v 6 (0, ), the error estimate given by the corollary above reads as
follows:

Iluh(tn, ") U(tn, ")11,) _< 2 Ilu0h u011,.,<r)

( 1/2 {ho} 1/4

+C (max{l, luolTv(a)}) 1/2 Iluoll= +lluoll2 {hr})L2(d) T
2.3. Error estimates for the SCSD method. We start with the following result.
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THEOREM 2.7 (a posteriori error estimate). Let u be the unique entropy satisfying solution
of (1.1), (1.2), and let Uh be the solution given by the SCSD method. Then, for any n
1, 2 NToo 1, we have

--Clc{I uo ITl/(lld) O3(Uh) }1/2 hi/2

+ C2{ max{l, u0 ITv(e)} O4(Uh) ]1/2 hi/2

where

Nr-lfll (- mtnO32)TTl3(Uh) luh,+ uh,-I + + d)’
n--O

+ IA(Uh)l + -- + (1 + II)T + ---zn dx’dt’,
n=0 T7"h,n

l)4(Uh) ]Uh,+ Uh,-I IlXZx’h,-II’ dX’

+ IA(uh)l + (1 + IIf’ll)--- hlldx’dt’
n=0 T’Th,n

Clc c(d, k) Clb, and C2c c(d, k) C2b.
Notice that this new a posteriori estimate is almost identical to the one in Theorem 2.4.

The term with the factor 3 appears as a reflection of the presence of the streamline diffusion
term of the SCSD method, and the terms with the factors 31 and 32 appear as a reflection of
the presence of the corresponding shock-capturing terms of the SCSD method. The fact that
the SCDG uses discontinuous approximations allowed us to discard those terms, as we can
see in Theorem 2.4; however, we cannot do this for the SCSD method since it uses continuous
approximations.

PROPOSITION 2.8 (estimate of l)3(Uh) and t)4(Uh)). Suppose that the hypotheses (2.1b),
(2.1c), and (2.1d) on the triangulations are satisfied. Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the
numericalflux are also satisfied. Let uh be the solution given by the SCSD method. Then,

O3(Uh) C2a -’ u0 I1<) hi + h3/2,]

(1+ o’31 f, or31/2)+C3b u0 I1=) 12= + h31/2 + (1 + II)
h

1
L(a) (1(11 o-3) 1)O4(Uh) < lluoll 2 1 / (1 / IIf’ll)-- +

+ max{33, 34}lluollL2(Na) (C2ah-l -47 C3b3-1/2).

From the above results, we obtain the following error estimate.
COROLLARY 2.9. Suppose that the hypotheses (2.1) on the triangulations are satisfied.

Suppose that the conditions (2.4) on the numericalflux are also satisfied. Let u be the unique
entropy satisfying solution of(1.1), (1.2), and let uh be the solution given by the SCSD. Then,
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for any n 1, 2 NToo 1, we have

Iluh(tn, ") U(tn, ")lll( _< 2 Ilu0h

where

+ C3cluolrzlluollz 1 -[-
hi/2

-1-

1/2 1/2 hl/2 1/21/4)/ C3cluolTz(a)Iluoll L2(a)

1/2 1/2+ C2cC3c max{l, luOlTv(a)}llUOIIL2(a) max{83,

1 1/2 [ hl/2 hl/2+ C4c max{l, lUOIv)}IlUoIIL=)

C3c max{(1 + )1/2, (1 + f’ll) 1/2} max{Ca/2, "-’3b("1/2 },

C4 C2 (l + (l + llf’ll) /2 r/21/)hl/2

1/4

In particular, if 2 O(3/4), 3 4 O(1), and O(h g/or), we have

[luh(tn, ") U(tn, ")ll() _< 2 Iluoh uoll()

-+-C{ max{l, [UOITV(]Ra)}[[UO[[L2(]Ra)] 1/2 {’h]1’8,

(3.1e)

and set

w(t) >_ O, for > O,

w(t) w(-t), for > O,

the support of w is [-1, 1],

w(r) dr 1,

w(r) dr 2,

d

d9 WEt (t t’)
i=1

(x, t), (x’, t’) IRa x

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

(3.c)

(3.1d)

3. The approximation inequality. In this section, we obtain an approximation inequal-
ity which we then use in 4 to obtain our error estimates. Following Kuznetsov [8], we let
w IR -- be a smooth function such that

where C does not depend on uo.
Corollary 2.9 does not allow us to take 1 and d2 of order h. However, we can take them

arbitrarily close to such a choice. More precisely, if we take as before and 1 2
O(h-), for any v (0, 1/4), we get

[[Uh(tn, ") U(tn,-)lll() _< 2 Ilu0h u011c() + O(hmin{u’l/4-v}).
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where et and ex are two arbitrary positive numbers and wx(s) w(s/.)/) for any s
) et, ex. Finally, we define W(t) f wet (s) ds. We point out that the hypothesis (3.1e) is
used only to estimate the entropy dissipation form in Lemmas 4.8-4.12; it is also used to prove
the approximation result of Lemma 4.2, which in turn is used to prove the above-mentioned
lemmas.

In what follows, we will set to toe, where {toe}er is a sequence of functions satisfying
conditions (3.1) that converges pointwisely to one-half ofthe characteristic function of (- 1, 1)
which we denote by w. When relevant, the dependence with respect to w is emphasized
by a superscript .

For u and v right-continuous functions from (0, To) to L 1(IRa) for which the left limits,
u_(t) and v_(t), respectively, exist for (0, T), we define

Ee’’ex (v, u; z) Et’Ex (v, u; t, x) dxdt

with

(R),,x (v, c; t, x) U(v(t’, x’) c)Ot, g) dx’dt’

F(v(t’, x’), c) Vx, p dx’dt’

U(v_ (0, x’) c) p(t, x, O, x’) dx’

+ U(v_ (z, x’) c) p(t, x, r, x’) dx’,

where U is an arbitrary even entropy and F is its associated flux, i.e., Ou F(u, c) U’(u) f’(u),
and v_ (0, .) is the exterior trace of v at 0. We recall that if u is the entropy solution of
(1.1), (1.2), and if we set u_(0, x) uo(x), then Eet,ex(u, v; r) < 0 for any v.

8,8xSince . is without any slab structure, necessary to the definition of our finite element
approximation, we rearrange it as follows:

tNr fIOEt’Ex (V, U; t, x) P(v, u) V’ p dx’dt’

F(v, u). V’ p dx’dt’

f U(v_ (0, x’) u) p(t, x, O, x’) dx’

+ U(v_ (r, x’) u) p(t, x, r, x’) dx’,

where P(v, u) (U(v u), F(v, u)) is the "extended" entropy flux and where Nr denotes
the largest integer such that N < r. In the above expression, the explicit dependence of
each function is stated only when confusion is possible. Now, for any v Vh, we have after
integration by parts

(R),,ex (v, u; t, x) (R),,ex (v, u; t, x) + Dr(v, u; t, x),
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where

and

u; t, x)

_
A(v)U’(v u)x(tu,rl(t’)gdx’dt’D(v,

T’Th,Ur ,11"

_
fe(ff’(1)T,u)-- (I)Te,u)) "ne, TX(tNr,r](tt)odt

e Nr

(U(o+-u)-U(v--u))X(tNr ,r](T)dxt’

where X(tu,r](t) 1 if tN < r and is zero otheise; X(tur,z] 0 if tN r. The
presence of thete Dr (v, u; t, x) is a coequence of the piecewise-cotant character of the
finite element foulation. Note that if r coespon to the bounda of a slab, i.e., if r ti
for some 0, 1 N, then Dr (v, u; t, x) 0.

For future use, we also define

E’’e (v, u; r) O’’e (v, u; t, x)dxdt,

Dr(v, u) Dr(v, u; t, x)dxdt.

We restrict our attention to one paicular Nmily of entropies. Let G N N+ be a
smooth even function such that

(3.3a) G(0)=0, G’(x)= 1 ifx 1,
-1 ifx N -1, 0.

For aw c R and awe > 0, we define

(3.3b) U(u) eG (U- and (u, c) U’(X c)’(X)dX, 1 d.

The tool for proving our main results is the following approximation inequality; see also 1],
which we prove in 6.

LEMMA 3.1 (the approximation equality). Let u be the entropy solution of (1.1), (1.2),
and let v be any right-continuousnction (in time) coinciding win anction ofVh. on each
inteal (t, t+), n 0, N 1. We havefor any t, 0

+ 8 L(ex + etllf’ll) luo

+ (co(2M)d + 2Cl IIf"ll Tluo I(a))
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+21im { sup e"xe(v’u;t)}e---o0 O<_t<Too We(t)

+ X(et,)(tn)--et W(t)
where c0 suPll [1 r[ G(r) 1, c suPllzi G"(r), L sup [U’(r)[.

If we take v_ (0, x) uoh and set v equal to the right-continuous function that coincides
with Uh on each inteal of the fo (t,, tn+l), we see that to obtain our eor estimates, we
only have to estimate the entropy dissipation E’,ex (vh, u; r), as well as e te involving
Dr(v, u). From now on, we will not distinguish between vh and uh.

Hereafter, we will put a prime as a supemcfipt on the operators Hh, V, and qe to em-
phasize the fact that they are coidered to act on the "primed" variables only. Following
10], we define the operator H (which acts only on the variables t’ and x’) as the classical
inteolation nodal operator LZ-projection when we deal with the SCSD method. When we
deal with e SCDG method, we take to be the classical LZ-projection into the space of
piecewise-constant function.

We can now rewrite O’’x as follows:
N-I

"ex(uh, u; t,x) fT A(Uh) n(Ut(uh u) 9)dx’dt’
n=0 TC,n

+ f A(uh) U’(uh u)-- n(U’(uh u)) dx’dt’
n=0 T,.

F(uh u) ne, T
eEEn

n=0

By inseing the definition of uh and setting v (U’(uh u) ) in (2.2), we get

(6,,x (u, u; t, x) - f A(u) d u, n;[u’(uh u)l dx’at’
n=0 T,.

1(L,T (u, uh ne, [U’(u u) ]d&’
n=0 T6,n e6OT

N-
V h[Ut(Uh U) ]) dx’dt’

n=0 T,.
N-I

Nr-ll(A(Uhft(Uh+ u) n[U’(uh u) ] dx’dt’
n=0 T,.

--NI[((uffu)--Te )F(uh,u) "ne, T
n=0 en

+ Nlf (U(uh,+ u) U(Uh,_ u)) dxt,
n=0

where if is e projection onto the cotants, we have set n. A few simple
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rearrangements yield

-3 E E fr A(uh) ft uh, Fl’h[U’(uh u)99] dx’dt’.
n=0 T’T,.

Finally, noting that, by (2.4a),

we obtain,

Ot’Ex (Uh, U; t, X)

Nl Z f(__ LF(uT Ze UI(U U)__rrtz Te (U UI(u-u)fe, T h, Uh )( t.l ,Uh U)) + ne, r
d e

Te U Te Tef(uh ne, T (Uh U) ((U, U) F(uh U)) ne, T 99d/
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-[’-N1f (--(Uh,+ Uh,_)Ut(Uh,+ U) -[" U(Uh,+ u) U(uh,_ U)) dxt
n---0

N-I
7 I’Ih[Ut(uh u) I?h o]) dx’dt’

TE"Th
N-

r ^r ^’ [U’u u) o]dX’Z Z E2(Uh)]h(VeUh "VeI"Ih ]h
n=0 TETh,n eOT

N-I

E2(Uh )h(VeUh Veh[St(Uh U)( @ h @)]) d’
n=0 T, eeOT

n=0 re,n

n=0 Te,n eeOT

(U’(u-u) 9-H[U’(u-u)- A(u,) J uh, H;[U’(u, u)] dx’dt’
TE,n

9

o’’’x (u,, u; t, x).
i=1

By definition of Et’x (uh, u; r), we can write

Eet’ex (Uh, U; r) Eet’ex (Uh, U; r) + Dr(Uh, U),

where
9

i=1

and Et’Ex (Uh, u; ) f find OEi t’Ex (Uh, U; t, x)axat, 1 9. This is the desired ex-
pression of the entropy dissipation form.

4. Proof of the a posteriori error estimates. In this section, we obtain upper bounds
for the entropy dissipation form and we prove the a posteriori error estimates of Theorems
2.1, 2.4, and 2.7.

4.1. Preliminary results. We start with three simple auxiliary lemmas.
The following result is a simple consequence of the fact that all norms are equivalent in

finite-dimensional spaces.
LEMMA 4.1. We have

V’Uh II(n --< c(d, k) V’h I1 in T, YT Th.n, n 0 N 1,
T VeUh I1 on e, Ye OTh,n, n 0 N 1.VeUh [Izo(e) < c(d, k)II ^r

LEMMA 4.2 (approximation properties of the operator Fib). Let s L 1((0, To) X ]d) be
a piecewise-continuousfunction. We have
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s(t’,x’) U’(uh u)o I-l’[U’(uh u)o] dxdtdx’dt’
n=0 Te"h,n

< W(v)
c(d, k)N1 E fr ,s(t’, x’)l V’lh ’limb hT dx’dt’

n=0

+ W(z)
c(d, k) NI fr ’s(t" x’)l hT dxtdt"
ex + et n=O T,.

Nr-1 tr (
n=0 Te,n eeOT dO dd

(r)c(d,k) E E [ Isrl Vellh hed’
n=0 T,n eOT

+() c(d,k)NI E E [ ’sTlhTdt’x + Et n=0 T,n eOT

where he is the diameter ofe and where C depen on k, d, and a only.
Proo Since e proofs of these inequalities are almost identical, we prove only the first

one; let us denote by its left-hand side. Moreover, we will only prove the result in the
case in which the operator H is the standard noel inteolator; the case in which Hh is the
L2-projection into the space of piecewise-cotant functio can be treated in a similar way.

INd+LLet {(t, p)= be the nodal poims associated with the canonical basis j=l of

[d++). With this notation, we can express asthe space pk(T) where, of coe, Nd+l,
follows:

Nr-a
axata,,  ,,

where ?’ y (t, x, t’, x’) is defined by

Nd+l,k

U’(u u) [U’(uh, u)sl’Vf
j=l

j=l

Nd+,(since j=l f 1 on T) where Uh,j Uh(tj, pj) and j (tj, pj). Moreover, since

U’(uh u) U’(u, u) (U’(u u) U’(uh, u))

--U’(uh,s u)( o o),

we obtain, after simple manipulations,

E n=0 T’T,n

+ E E ]s(t’,x’)[ E 19- ojl IoY(t’,x’)ldtdxdt’dx’,
n=0 Te,n j=l dO dlR

where we have used the definition of W and the fact that U’l 1 and U" < clie < cxo.
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From this inequality, we immediately get

E < W(r)c(d, k_______)) N1 E fT Is(t’, x’)l V’uh IILoo(r)hr dt’dx’
E n=0 T’Th,n

+- W(rg)
c(d’ k) h N EfT Is(tt’ xt)l dttdx"
Ex - Et n=0

ftNfsince, by (3.1) and the specific properties ofour choice for w, o o p[ <_ c W(:)/ (Et +
x). The result follows from Lemma 4.1, completing the proof.

The following nonnegativity result reflects the nature of the so-called shock-capturing
terms used in the definition of the schemes under consideration.

LEMMA 4.3 (nonnegativity of the shock-capturing terms). Suppose that the condition
(2.1a) on the triangulations is satisfied. Then

V’h ^’V rIh[U’(u u)] > O,

^ ^’ [U’(u u)] > O.VeUh VeI’Ih

Proof We only prove the first inequality since the proof for the second is similar. By
definition, we have that, on each (d + 1)-simplex Te,

d+2

,I,[’(t’,x’fih(t’ x’) ZUh,e,i
i=1

Id+2a+z is the canonical basis of the space 791(Te), {(te,i, Pe,i),i=l are the vertices ofwhere q/re,i=
Te, and Uh,e,i Uh (te,i, Pe,i).

Thus, for (t’, x’) Te,

d+2

0 V’fih ^’ U’V (rlh[U’(uh u)]) Uh,e, (uh,e, u) A,,
i,j=l

where Ai,j V’ire(t’,x V’qf(t’, x’). Since z/d+l2.= qire(t’,x’) 1 on Te, we have

d+2

0 (--Uh,e,j q- Uh,e,i)U’(Uh,e,j u)Ai,j.
i,j=l

Interchanging and j in the previous relation and averaging the two expressions for 0, we get

1 a+2

0 " E(--Uh,e.,j + Uh,e,i)(--Ut(Uh,e.,j U)- Ut(uh,e.,i- u))(-- Ai,j).
i,jl’=

Since by (2.1a) the (d + 1)-simplex Te is acute, we have -Ai,j > 0 on Te. Hence by convexity
of U, 0 > 0 on Te. This completes the proof.

4.2. Estimate of the entropy dissipation form. Next, we turn to estimate the entropy
dissipation form Ex’’ (uh, u; r) 9 ex,etEi=I Ei (uh, U; r) + Dr(Uh, U). In what follows, we
analyze each of the above terms.

LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that Ce F satisfies the condition (2.4b). Then we have

Eelx’et (Uh, u; ) <_ O.
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Proof. We have

fu:
P(u, u) -P(u’, u)

]U -sF(S, u)ds
’]U

["" ue + (u)v’(u u- (ue’(U" U,
aue

and thus

Since U is convex and the numerical flux is monotone, by (2.4b), the above quantity is
nonnegative. This proves the lemma. [3

LEMMA 4.5. We have

E’’ (uh, u; r) _< 0.

Proof. The result immediately follows from the nonnegativity of the function tp and the
convexity of the entropy U. [3

LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that the condition (2.1a) on the triangulations is satisfied. Then we
have

Ex’e’ (uh, u; r) < O.

Proof The result directly follows from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that IF’ 99 is a nonnegative
piecewise-constant function. [3

LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that the condition (2. la) on the triangulations is satisfied. Then we
have

E’’ (uh, u; r) _< 0.

The proof of this result is similar to that of the preceding lemma.
LEMMA 4.8. If l-lh is the L2-projection onto the space ofpiecewise-constantfunctions,

then

Ex’’ (uh, u; r) O.

If FI’h is the classical nodal interpolation operator, then, if the condition (2. lb) on the trian-
gulations is satisfied, we have

c(d, k)tr :v-I

frE’’(uh’u;z)< IA(uh)ldx’dt’.
W(r) ex + et n=0 Ta7.,
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Proof. The first equality can be trivially verified. Let us consider the case in which Hh is
the classical nodal interpolation operator. We have, by definition,

Ex’e’ (uh, u; )

I^!where F V rlh[U’(uh u)( 9 ]h 9)]- Since, on each (d + 1)-simplex Te,

r v’(fi tU’(u 
d+2

Z Ut(Uh,e,i U)( qge,i ]h
i=1

and since V’q/r < c(d, k)/p7 on T and U’I < 1, by (3.3), we have

d+2

c(d,pTk) i Oe,i ]th (i 1,

which yields, by (2. lb) and (3.1),

tNrf rl __< W(tN)c(d,k)
J]Rd

hr 1

PT 6x q-Et
< W(r) c(d, k)

Ex -- E

Finally, using the definition of el, we get

Ex’et (Uh, u;

w(r) c(d,k)agl/r< Z el(Uh)[I V’th IIh dx’dt’
Ex -F E n--O T’Th,n

c(d, k) a Nr-1 f<1Z Z JT IA(uh)ldx’dt’.
Ex -F E n=O Te’Th,n

This completes the proof.
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that the conditions (2. lb), (2. lc) on the triangulations and (2.4b)

on the coefficients Ce F are satisfied. If FI’h is the L2-projection onto the space ofpiecewise-
constantfunctions, then

Ex’e, (Uh, U; 3) O.

If 1-I’h is the classical nodal interpolation operator, then, if the condition (2.1b) on the trian-
gulations is satisfied, we have

Ex’e’ (uh, u; v) c(d, k) a
W() F_,x -- E

f(uh 7"J,T tUh Uh ne, d).
n=0 TTh,n eeOT

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.8.
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LEMMA 4.10. We have

Ex’e’ (Uh, u; r)
w(r)

This result follows from a direct application of Lemma 4.2.
LEMMA 4.11. We have

Ex’e’ (Uh, u; r)
w(r)

c(d’ k) N1 fe Ji, T tUb, Uh f(U) ne, T[ hr Veuh II,dZ’
E n=0 TE(Th,n eEOT

c(d’ k) N fe C’LF(uT Te f(U[) h dU"[- E [Je, T h’uh)- "ne’T T
Ex -Jr" Et n=0 T6Th,n eOT

The proof is similar to the proof of the previous result.
LEMMA 4.12. lf FI’h is the L2-projection onto the space ofpiecewise-constantfunctions,

then

Ex’e’ (Uh, u; r) 0.

If FI’h is the classical nodal interpolation operator, then, if the condition (2.1b) on the trian-
gulations is satisfied, we have

Ex, Et pE9 (Uh, U; 15) Nr-1
< c(d, k)(1 + f [I)a- E Z Jr [A(uh) l[I V’fih [1’ dx’dt’

W(15) e n=0 r’Th,n
Nr-1

fT+ c(d, k)(1 + f’ II)r IA(uh) ldx’dt’.
Ex "[" Et n=0 TeTh,n

Proof. The first equality follows trivially. Let us consider the case in which I’lh is the
classical nodal interpolation operator. By definition, we have

Ex’e’ (uh, u; 15) -- A(uh) Uh, Hh[U’(uh U) qg] dx dt dtdx
dO died n=0 Te,n

tNr Nr-1 (IA(uh) 2 uh, H[U’(uh u)] dx’dt’dtdx
dd n=0 Te,

m IA(uh) rldtdx dx’dt’,
n=0 Te,.

where F J(uh, Fl’h[U’(uh u)qg]). Taking into account the linearity of J(Uh, .) and the
definition of FI, we get

Nd+ l,k

F A(Uh,~ Elh’[U’(uh U)@]) gt(Uh,i U) q)id(Uh, ql?(t’, Xt))
i=1

Nd+l,k

(Ut(Uh,i U) q)i Ut(uh U)O)2(Uh, qir(t’,x’))
i=1
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since/--,i=l’Na+l’k tpir(t,, x’))
on T, we obtain

c(d, k) (1 + f’ II) N..kIF _<
RT i=1

and since, by (3.3), U’I _< 1 and U" _< Cl/e, we get

c(d, k)(1 / f’ II)
IFI _<

PT e
i=1

c(d, k)(1 + f’ II)+ 99i 99 I.
PT i=1

Finally, Lemma 4.1, conditions (2. lb), and (3.1) lead to

LtNf hT(1IF l_<c(d,k)(l+llf’ll) -IIV’hll+
Jd PT E

1 "] W(tN)

< c(d,k)(1
e x + et

and the result follows.
Finally, in order to use Lena 3.1, we need an estimate on the te involving Dt(uh, u).
LEMMA 4.13. We have, for r (0, T),

I ’D,(uh.u)+,)()- dt Atn IA(uh)ldt’dx’

2 (c c.) " f Te
t n=0 eg

2L s’

where t &+ t is the width ofthe slab S.
Proo We only need to prove the result for r et. By the defiNtion ofD(u, u), we

have

1 ’ D(uh, u)
dt D(u, u)dt I + II +III,

where

I "’ A(uh)U’(uh u)(t.,.t(s’) ds’dx’dsdxdt.

1I "’ P(u U) TeF(uh u)
W(t)

ne, r X(tt,t](s#) dZ’dsdxdt,

Et U(Uh,+ U) U(Uh,- U) X(cvt,t](t) 99
0 dx’dsdxdt.III

W(t)
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Using the properties of U and ooo, we obtain for I

’ IA(un)l woo(s’ s)x(tsvt,t](s’)dsds’dx’dtEtI <
Woo(t) r

< 4 woo(t) IA(uh)lds’dx’dtEt
TC’Th,N

<_ y IA(uh)lds’dx’dt
g,t T,lVt

’t n=O

For the second term, we have

II < e, P(u u) reF(uh u) ne, T g(tut,t](St) q9oo d,k’dsdsdt.
WOO(t d e.,N

We then observe

e(u u) [u: e [u: i’ (S U)e ,F(uh, u)
ue -DTS P(S, U)aS

and thus, by (2.4b) and (2.4c), we get

This lea to

I’ w(t) r w(s s)x(t,,tl(s,)d,dsdtII < 2 (c c,) Et lU Uh E,W(t)

2(c c.)

t

If we now mm m the third te, we have

III < L ’ luh,+ uh,-I w(tN, s)dx’dsdt
W(t) ,

Proceeding as above yiel

2L SIII Atn ]uh,+ uh,_]dx’.
t n=0

The lena is proved.
As can be seen frome proof, we can replace N by Ne, in the statement ofLena 4.13;

however, this result is satisfacto for our puoses.
We are now ready to prove our a postefiofi estimates.
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4.3. Proofs of the a posteriori error estimates.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. To take advantage of the approximation inequality of Lemma

3.1, we have to estimate the entropy dissipation terms/,,x (Uh, u; r) and D(uh, u). Since
in the present case the approximate solution is piecewise constant, we have by Lem-
mas 4.4-4.12

/’(u, u; )/W() <_ E’(u, u; )/W()

c(d’ k) N-l fe re< Z E IJL,;(U’ Uh f(U), ne, TI hT d)’.
Ex Et n=0 TE’Th,n eEOT

On the other hand, Lena 4.13 yiel
1 ft D(uh, u)

c(d) (eZ Te )Atn lu uh IdZ’ + luh,+ u,-Idx’
Et n=0

Using the two previous relatio and setting e 0 and et ex, we obtain from Lena
3.1

uh(tn) U(tn) Ilc<a) 5 2 uoh u0 Ilc<a) + 8 L(1 + IIf’ll) etluo Ivva)

+ O0(uh)h.
Et

Theorem 2.1 follows by minimizing over et.
ProofofTheorem 2.4. Since in this case we take FI (uh) piecewise constant, we have, by

Lemmas 4.4-4.12,

Ex’Et(Uh, U; r)lm(r) Ex’Et(Uh, U;

N-I f IA(uh)l hT v’h IIhdx’dt’
k)

8 n=0 Tc’Th,.

c(d,
J,T Uh Uh ne, h ’e/ff IIdZ’

E n=0 T’Th,n eOT

c(d’ k) N fe C’LF(uT Te (U) T T.E E [Je, T h, Uh "he, h dU
Ex [- Et n=O T’Th,n eEOT

Moreover, Lemma 4.13 yields
1 ft Dt(uh, u)

X(Et’O)()--Et Jo ) dt

At luff uff Id; + lUh,+ Uh,-Idx’
Et n=0

c(d)+-- At, IA(uh)ldx’dt’.
Et n=0 T,
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Consequently, setting et ex, the approximation inequality of Lemma 3.1 leads to

uh(tN) U(tN) I1( --< 2 nob no I1( + 8 L(1 + IIf’ll) u0 ITZ() Et

+ (co(2M)a + 2c1 Ilf’l] T luo Irz()) t

c(d,k) c(d,k)
+ O(uh) + Oz(Uh).

E E

Theorem 2.4 follows by minimizing over e and e [’-]

Proof of Theorem 2.7. The proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem 2.4. The
only difference is that now the terms Ex’e’ (Uh, u; r), Ex’et (Uh, U; Z’), Ex’et (Uh, U; "C) are not
equal to zero. The term Ex’et (uh, U; r) contributes with the term associated with the factor
31 in the definition of O3(Uh), the term Ex’e’ (Uh, u; r) contributes with the term associated
with the factor 32 in the definition of l)3(Uh) and the term Ex’et (Uh, u; r) contributes with
the terms associated with the factor 3 in the definition of both )3(Uh) and l)4(Uh).

5. Regularity ofthe approximate solution and proofs ofthe remaining results. In this
section, we prove Propositions 2.2, 2.5, and 2.8. To do that, we must obtain upper bounds for
the forms (R)i (Uh), 0 4 which follow from the regularity properties ofthe approximate
solution. We obtain those regularity properties from an a priori estimate that follows easily
from a standard LZ-stability argument.

LEMMA 5.1 (a priori estimate). For any N, 0 < N < N, we have

Xf .2 1 N-I feUh dX + Z Z (U-u;e)2dx
2 n=O

)+ LF Te (S) ne, dsdX
n=0 eE. ’]u

fe, T (Uff, Uh T

Nr-a

fT
Nr-1

fe"+" Z E EI(Uh)[] Vfih IIh dxdt + Z E E ez(u[)[[ Ve"
n=O TTh,. n=O T’T,n e6OT

Nr-1 f 1 2+ A ax, t <_ uo L2(a)
n=0 Tc’T,n

Proof We consider only the nontrivially positive terms in (2.2) when v is chosen as Uh,

namely, a

fr(lOtu2h+Zf’(Uh)UhOiUh)dxdt
T Th,n i=1

"+" E E fe(feL,;(U’Ue)--(U)’ne’T) ud)L"
TTh,n e3T

By introducing the auxiliary pair entropy-entropy flux Pa(U) (Ua(u), Fa (u)) where

1 2Ua(u) -u and F,i(u)= f:(u)Ua(U)= fi’(u)u, i= 1 d,

the term 1/n may be expressed as

glln EfVa(Uh)dxdt+Ef(.’LF. TTe ~Tf(uh "ne, dZG,r tUb, uh r uh
T "Th T "Tn e 3T

--E Z fe(pa(l) ne’T"-(’LFzT Te
Jd, r tub’ Uh f(U) ne, r

TTh,n eOT
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After reordering, we get

1 f -1 f uhre -1ue2dX -Jr- (U --)2dx --cLF(uT Te T Te(’a(U)- ;a(Ue))’ne, T + Je, T h’ Uh )(Uh --Uh
eeEn

T T Te Te ’d)-(f(uh )uh -f(uh )uh ). ne, T]

T2uh dx

Since

Fa(u) Pa(Ue)
tluTh

Fa(s)ds
]U

(S)S as

f(uh )Uh,ue f(s)ds + f(u)u re re

we get

Summing over n from 0 to Nr 1 completes the proof. D
From the above a priori estimate, we can now obtain several key estimates for obtaining

our error estimates.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let the constants Ce F satisfy the condition (2.4b). Then

n=0 TEg’,n fe lug/- uel2 d)’ < 211 u0 112()/min{1, c.}.
eOT

Proof By the definition of the Lax-Friedrichs flux, (2.4a), we have, for e 6 gn,

by the condition (2.4b). If e 6 lRnd then, by (2.4a),

fe fu[(rLF, T Te ) lfe T Te)2
]ue

Ji, r tub, uh f(s) ne, T dsd) - (uh uh d,.
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Thus,

by Lemma 5.1. This completes the proof. [3

Let us notice that if the SCSD method is considered, only the second part of the above
proof is relevant, and in Corollary 5.2 min{ 1, c,} can be replaced by 1.

COROLLARY 5.3. Let the constants Ce F satisfy the conditions (2.4b) and (2.4c). Then

J,T tUb, Uh ne, T
n=0 TE7"h,n eeOr

< c(d){(2M)d To/min{1 c,}} 1/2 (11 f’ 11/2 + c) { cr ]1/2 h-1/2

Proof. Setting C f’ 11/2 + coo, we have, by (2.4c) and Corollary 5.2,

Nr-1 f T Tedl)l(Uh) C E E E lUh --Uh Id)t
)en=0 TT,n

eRdNr
1/2

N-I

E E E  u;-u2 

S C {211u0 IIc2a/min{1, c,}} 21el
n=0 TeOT

n=O TeaT

1/2

where Th,M is the set of the elements T Th,n such that Ixl M for any (t, x) e T. Finally,
we have, by conditions (2. lb) and (2. lc),

and the result follows. [q

COROLLARY 5.4. Let the constants Ce F satisfy the conditions (2.4b). Then

,U: ’U:

< c(d){(2M)d To/min{1, C.}} 1/2 { O’. I1/2 u0 IIt2(a) h -1/2.
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Proof. We have by (2. ld)

We conclude as in the proof of Corollary 5.3.
COROLLARY 5.5.

f2(Uh)

_
IA(uh) ldx dt <_ C3b uo IIz:() -1/2

n=0 TeT"h,n

where C3b {(2M)d Tool2} 1/2.
Proof. The result follows after a simple application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

and Lemma 5.1. [3

COROLLARY 5.6.

^r dU(I)3(Uh) E E E ILz,;(uff’ u;e) ?(u) ne, TI VeUh IIh
n=0 Tef’,n eOT
1 2< -II u0 IIL=<) / t4 (I)l(Uh)-

--2

Proof We have, by definition of e2,

N-I

fe(i:)3(Uh) _< 1 E Z Z E2 Velh [[h d +t4(I) l(uh)
n=O T,n eOT

1
-II u0

2

2 L2() + 4 l(Uh),

by Lemma 5.1.
COROLLARY 5.7.

Proof We have, by definition of e 1,

by Lemma 5.1. [3

5.1. Proofs of the upper bounds on the forms Oi(Uh). Proposition 2.2 follows directly
from Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4. Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.8 follow from Corollaries
5.3-5.7.

6. Proof of the approximation inequality of Lemma 3.1. To prove Lemma 3.1, we
follow the ideas of the proof of a simpler inequality obtained in [1, Prop. 3.1], which we
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cannot use as stated therein. Moreover, although such an inequality is correct, the proof
displayed in 1] contains a mistake that we fix in this paper; see Lemma 6.1 and Proposition
6.2.

Taking into account that q9 is symmetric in and t’ and in x and x’, see (3.1) and (3.2),
and that U is an even function, see (3.3), it is very easy to obtain the following identity:

(6.1a) Terr(u, v; T) Tv,,(u, v; T) + E’’ex (v, u; T) + Eet’ex (U, V; T),

where

(6.1b)

and

Terr(U, v; T) + U (v_(T, x’) u(t, x)) qg(t, x; T, x’)dx’dxdt

+ U (v(t’, x’) u(T, x)) qg(T, x; t’, x’)dxdx’dt’

g (v_ (0, x’) u(t, x)) tp(t, x; O, x’)dx’dxdt

U (v(t’, x’) u(O, x)) o(0, x; t’, x’)dxdx’dt’

(6.1c)
Tc,,(u, v; T) {F( v(t’, x’), u(t, x) )-F (u(t, x), v(t’, x’))

Vxtp(t, x; t’, x’)dx’dt’dxdt.

The term Terr(U 13; T) is expected to converge to

U(v(T,x)-u(T,x))dx-
and thus it will be called the error term. The expression in the right-hand side of (6.1c) is
identically equal to zero if U"(u) 0 for u 0, as is the case for U(u) lul; this is why we
denote it by Tc,,(u, v; T). In Lemma 6.3, we show that this term is of order e.

Our treatment of the term Terr(U 13; T) differs from the one used by Kuznetsov [8]. Our
goal is to obtain a lower bound for Terr(U 13; T) independent of the modulus of continuity of
the function v [0, rl --, L l(Na).

LEMMA 6.1 (lower bound for the error term Terr(U 13; T)). Let u be the entropy solution
of(1.1), (1.2). Then we have

Terr(U, v; T) >_ W(T) [ U (v_(T, x’) u(T, x’)) dx’

+ wet (r t’) U (v(t’, x’) u(t’, x’)) dx’ dt’

-w(r) f v (v_(O, x’) u(O, x’)) ax’

WEt (t’) U (13(t’9 x’) u(t’, x’)) dx

4L W(T) {ll f’ e, + ex ]u0 Irv(ee),

where L sup U’ 1, by (3.3).
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Proof We see, from (6. lb), that we can write Terr T1 + T2 + T3 + T4, with the obvious
notation. Let us start by estimating T1. Since

u t, x)) u r,
+{U(v_(T, x’) u(T, x)) U(v_(T, x’) u(T, x’))}

+{U(v_(T, x’) u(t, x)) U(v_(T, x’) u(T, x))}

>_ (_, x’ uV, ’)
-Llu(T, x) u(T, x’)l Llu(t, x) u(T, x)l,

we get

T1 U (v_(T, x’) u(t, x)) o(t, x; T, x’) dx’ dxdt

> U (v_(T, x’) u(T, x’)) o(t, x; T, x’) dx’ dxdt
d

-L u(T, x’) u(t, x’) q)(t, x; T, x’) dx’ dxdt

-L u(T, x’) u(T, x) q)(t, x; T, x’) dx’ dxdt

W(T) f U (v_(T, x’) u(T, x’)) dx’ L W(T) {11 f’ et / x u0

Now, let us consider the second term, T. Proceeding as for the first term, we get

T2 U (v(t’, x’) u(T, x)) o(T, x, t’, x’)dx dx’dt’

>_ U (v(t’, x’) u(t’, x’)) qg(T, x, t’, x’)dx dx’dt’

-L u(t’, x’) u(T, x’) 19(T, x, t’, x’)dx dx’dt’

-L u(T, x’) u(T, x) Iqg(T, x, t’, x’)dx dx’dt’
d

" WEt (T t’) U (v(t’, x’) u(t’, x’)) dx’ dt’

-L W(T) {11 fl et / ex }1 u0

To estimate T3 and T4 we proceed in a similar way. We obtain

T3 > -W(T) [ U (v_(0, x’) u(O, x’)) dx’

-L W(T) {ll fl et + ex [u0

T4 >_ we, (t’) U (v(t’, x’) u(t’, x’)) dx’

-Z W(T) {11 f’ t / ex
The result is obtained by adding these inequalities.

We are now ready to prove our basic approximation result.
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PROPOSITION 6.2 (basic approximation inequality). Let u be the entropy solution of(1.1),
(1.2). Thenfor any tn < T, we have

u(v_(tn, x’) U(tn, x’))dx’

+ 8 t(ex + etllf’ll) luo

Proof By (6.1a) and the fact that u is the entropy solution of (1.1), (1.2), we have, for
Z’>0,

Terr(U, v; r) < W(r) sup Tt:,,(u, v; t)/W(t) + Eet’ex(v, u; t)/W(t) + Dr(v, u).
0<t<r

Writing e(s) fee U(v_(s, x) u(s, x)) dx, we easily obtain, from the above inequality and
from Lemma 6.1, that, for r (0, T),

W(r)e(r) + we, (r t)e(t)dt < W(r) C(w) + Dr(v, u) + we, (t)e(t)dt,

where

C(w) I U (v_(0, x’) u(O, x’)) dx’ + 4L(ex + etllf’llLoo)l uo

+ sup Tv,,(u, v; t)/W(t) + Ee"ex(v, u; t)/W(t)
0<t<T

Setting w w and passing to the limit, we get

f0 f0(6.2) W(r)e(r) + w(r t)e(t)dt < W(r) C + D(v, u) + w(t)e(t)dtEt Et

where C lime C(we) and w X(-1.1)/2.
If z < et, then the two integrals in (6.2) involving the eor are equal, and we get

(6.3) e(r) C + D(v, u)
Vr < et.

The above relation applied to r tn yiel

e(tn) C Vtn < et.

If r et, then W(r) and relation (6.2) rea
1 ete(r) C + 2 D(v, u) + e(t)dt.
Et

If now r tn et for some n, we get

e(tn) C + e(t)dt
Et
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and thus, by (6.3),

e(tn) <_ C + --et C + ’it dt

1 foe’ D(v,u)< 2 C + --e, -Ui-t at,

and the result follows, rq

We want to stress the fact that the advantage of this result over the original approximation
inequality of Kuznetsov [8] is that the modulus of continuity in time of v does not appear in
the estimate. Error estimates can thus be obtained solely in terms of upper bounds for the
term Tv,, (u, v; / W(t), for the entropy production term E,,x (v, u; t)/ W(t), and for the term
involving Dt (v u).

Next, we show how to estimate the term Tv,, (u, v; t) / W(t). We need a simple, but useful,
representation result.

LEMMA 6.3. We have
u

Ou(F(u, c) F(c, u)) U"(s u)[f’(u) f(s)]ds.

Proof By the definition of F, (3.3b), we have

(R)(u, c) F(u, c) F(c, u)

fc
u

( U’ (s c) + U’(s u)) f’(s)as.

Then, by using the fact that U is smooth and even, we get

fc
u

Ou(R)(U, c) ( g’(u c) + g’(o)) f(u) g’(s u) f(s) as

(U’(O)- U’(c- u)) f’(u) U"(s u) f’(s)as

fc
u

U" (s u) f’ (u) ds U"(s u) f’ (s) ds,

and the result follows.
COROLLARY 6.4. Let n be an arbitrary unit vector in Na. Then

Cl fitIOu (F(u, c) F(c, u)). n) < - e II,

where cl suPlwl_< 1G"(w).
Proof From Lemma 6.3, we have

u
Cl f,,IOu(F(u, c) F(c, u)) nl <_ Ilf"ll U"(s u) (u s)ds <_ e

by the definition of U, (3.3), and the definition of f"ll, (2.6b).
We can now use this corollary to estimate Tv,,(u, v; t)/W(t).
LEMMA 6.5 (estimate of Tu,,(u, v; t)/W(t)). Let u be the entropy solution of(1.1), (1.2).

Then

Tv,,(u, v; t)/W(t) <_ Cl(T IIf’ll u0

where cx suPlwl_< 1Gtt(w).
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Proof. Let us assume for the moment that u is smooth. Then, by (6. lc) one can write

Tv,,(u, v; T) Vx F(u(t, x), v(t’, x’)) F(v(t’, x’), u(t, x))

99(t, x; t’, x’)dx’dt’dxdt,

so that, by Corollary 6.4,

Tu,,(u, v; T) - f for fr IVu(t’ x)l (t’ x; t’’

{f0 }u(t) Irv(e) w, (t t’) dt’ dt

"< C1 E’ IIf’ll T luo Irv(e. W(T).

The result for u not smooth follows from a classical density argument. [3

We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.1. From Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.5, we have

U(v-(tNr, X’) U(tNr, x’))dx’ <_ 2 L U(v_(O, x’) u(O, x’))dx’

+ 8 L(ex + etllf’ll) u0 Irv(a) + 2cx II/"11 T luo Irv(ra)e

+2 lim sup t’x;e(v, u; t)/We(t)
---> cx O T

1 [tNT D(v, u)
+ X(et,oe)(tNr) dr.

e,t !dO WC(t)

Next, consider the function B(w) w U(w). By the definition (3.3a) of G, B(w) > 0
and

B(w) (I w/l- G(w/)) <_ sup ll v l- G(v) _< sup II v I- G(v) co .
vR Iv I_<1

This implies that wl co e U(w) wl, and hence

uh(tUr) U(tN)Ilzl(Na) 211U0h U0

+ (co(2M)d + 2Cl IIf"ll T luo Irz(>) e

+ 2 lim sup et,ex;e(v, u; t)/W (t)
e---> oz 0<t<T

1 [tNT D(v, u)
+ X,,oo)(tu)--

Wo(t)8t dO
dr.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.

7. Concluding remarks. Several versions ofthe SCSD and SCDG methods (i.e., several
definitions of el, e2, or e2sO) can be found in the literature; see e.g. [3], [6], [10], [11], and
[4]). It is interesting to note that the coefficients E1 and e2 considered in [4] are some kind of
L versions of our L2 coefficients.

We want to emphasize that, to obtain our a posteriori results, the only property of the
shock-capturing terms we require is that they satisfy a nonnegativity condition. This property
is trivially satisfied for the SCDG method as a reflection of the fact that piecewise-constant
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functions belong to the finite element space. As a consequence, our results for the SCDG
method hold for very general finite elements. For the SCSD method, this does not happen
since the approximate solution is taken to be continuous in space. However, the nonnegativity
of the shock-capturing terms can be proven, not only for acute (d + 1)-simplices, as shown in
this paper, but also (i) for prisms T Kd x I, where Kd is an acute d-dimensional simplex
and I is an interval, together with local spaces of the form pk(Td) (R) pk2(i) (see [4]), and
(ii) for (d + 1)-dimensional cubes T 11 x Id+l (or the corresponding parallelepipeds)
with local spaces of the form P*(II) (R)... (R) P*+(Id+).

To obtain classical error estimates from the a posteriori error estimates, regularity prop-
erties of the approximate solution are needed. In this paper, we find a regularity property by
a standard L2-energy argument. (It is at this point that the definition of the shock-capturing
terms is crucial.) This property can then be combined with the a posteriori estimates to pro-
duce rates of convergence. Since this regularity property is independent of the degree of the
approximating polynomials (see the estimates of the terms (R)i(uh) in 2), so are the theoreti-
cal convergence rates. A better rate of convergence can be obtained with stronger regularity
properties of the approximate solution.

Finally, we point out that our technique can be extended to other definitions of el, e2,

and e2s. If, for instance, we do not divide by the gradient of the approximate solution in the
definition of el, e2, or e2s, the theoretical orders of convergence (with 3, 31, and 32 of order h)
are found to be the same as those in Corollaries 2.6 and 2.9. Moreover, if 31 and 32 are taken
to be of order h2-2u, for v > O, the methods can be proven to converge with a rate of h v.

Appendix: Existence ofa solution ofthe SCSD and SCDG methods. In this appendix,
we prove that the SCSD method and the SCDG method, as defined in this paper, admit a
solution. We only prove the result for the SCDG method.

We use the following result.
LEMMA. LetX be afinite-dimensional vectorspace with innerproduct (., .). If X

is continuous and satisfies (x, x) >_ Ofor all x {y (y, y) <_ r2 B(O, r) for some
r > O, then Ix 0 has a solution in B(0, r).

Proof. See [9, p. 164] for a proof of this lemma. [3

We apply the lemma to X Vh, with (., .) the L2(f2)-inner product for 2 (0, T) x Nd,
and

TE’Th,n

Nr-1 fe( )@ Z LL,;(1/3T’ 113Te) (wT)" ne, T UTdz
n=l T-’Th,n e6OT

+ n EI(W)Ph(VI) VO)dxdt
TTh,.

Nr-1

fe-[- Z Z E2(WT)]h(eOT e)T)d"
n=l T’Th,

By identifying Vh to its dual, we can easily see that is a well-defined application from Vh to

Vh. Moreover, if the viscosity terms are defined as in 2, that is, if

IAvl LF T )" ne.TIL,r (v r)
el(V)lr 31 and e2(vr)le 32V I1 / 33 Ve3T I1 + 34

where 33 and 34 are positive parameters, then I? is continuous.
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Finally, proceeding as in the proof of the a priori estimate of Lemma 5.1, we obtain

(]V, V)
n=0 e0"Th.nNd

vr,)2dx

Nr-1 lur( Te )dsd,+ rUTh feZ,#(U, Uh )-- f(s)’ne, T
n=0

Nr-1

fT 1
L2(Rd).

n=O Te’T,n

Since, by (2.4), the second term of the right-hand side is positive, we have that if v I1=() is
large enough, then (]Pv, v) > 0. We can thus apply the lemma and obtain a solution to our
problem.
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